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!  Climate forecast long-term performance is 
absolutely necessary information for both 
producers and users 

!  Reference* to Murphy’s “forecast goodness”: 

"  CONSISTENCY:  Forecasts agree with forecaster’s true belief 
about the future weather [strictly proper] 

"  QUALITY:  Correspondence between observations and forecasts 
[verification] 

"  VALUE:  Increase or decrease in economic or other kind of value to 
someone as a result of using the forecast [decision theory] 

*Murphy, A.H., 1993: What is a good forecast? An essay on the nature of 
goodness in weather forecasting. Wea. and Forecasting 8, 281-293. 



!  Periodic (2004, 2009, 2010, 2011) assessment of 
American Customer Satisfaction Index (ACSI), which is 
an economic indicator based on modeling of customer 
evaluations of the quality of products and services. 

"  ACSI computations use a variation of Partial Least Squares 
Regression (PLSR)  to determine impacts when many different 
causes (i.e., quality components) simultaneously effect an 
outcome (e.g., Customer Satisfaction) 

"  ACSI has a “proven relationship with: Customer spending, 
shareholder value, cash flow, business performance, and GDP 
growth” 

*Reference to publications summarized by Russ Merz (2006), CFI Group 



Likelihood to  
take action Satisfaction 

• Satisfaction overall 
• Falls short of/ exceeds 
expectations 

• Compares to ideal  

Drivers of Satisfaction 

Information Provided 

Customer Service 

Tools 

Process 

Clear 
Accurate 

Etc. 

Courteous 
Knowledgeable 

Etc. 

Awareness/use 
Usefulness 

Etc. 

Timely 
Easy 
Etc. 

71 Scores are averages on 0-100 scale; answers “How well am I doing?” 
Questions asked on 1-10 scale, converted to 0-100 for reporting.   

Impacts tell you what needs to be done better. 
A 5-point change in driver yields change in satisfaction equal to amount of impact; e.g., if Tools increases to 67 
from 62, Satisfaction would improve by 1.8 points from 71 to 72.8. 
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!  Data Collection 
"  Survey link available on NWS web pages May 31 – June 23 
"   A total of 32,572 surveys completed and used for analysis 

!  2011 Survey Design 
"   Measured satisfaction with general NWS products and 

services 
"  Measured satisfaction with 4 specific service areas:  

!  Climate Services 
!  Fire Weather Services 
!  Hydrologic Services 
!  Tsunami 

!  At 84, NWS CSI is much higher than most benchmarks 
"  19 points higher than the other Federal Government ACSI 



!  Majority of respondents are private 
citizens 
"  Most are accessing information 

for personal and recreational use 
"  Most located  in US – primarily 

Easter and Central Regions 
"  Age between 35-64,  male,  with at 

least college degree 

!  Dissemination Services remains a 
high-impact driver of customer 
satisfaction 

!  Customers have less confidence in 
longer-term routine temperature 
and precipitation 

!  Staff are a strength for NWS 



https://portal.cfigroup.com/monitor.cfi 





Please tell us what decisions you make  
based on CPC products 



Please tell us what climate information 
you need for your decisions 



What do you need in Extended Range forecast products  
that is currently missing from CPC products? 



!  ACSII is computed 
as a group score 

!  ACSI growing for all 
products 

!  Are doing a better 
job? 

!  Customers are more 
appreciative? 

!  Different 
demographics? 



!  Compatibility of 
2004/2009 and 
2010/2011 surveys is 
obscure 

!  2010/2011 surveys do 
not allow to distinct 
the resolution of all 
customer satisfaction 
drivers for different 
products 

 
 





!  Having  information about the overall performance of NWS 
climate product suite is informative, but not sufficient 

!  Scores are growing over time 
"  Sampling size may matter 
"  Combining Climate and Weather products might provide 

misleading information 

!  The majority of our users do not show readiness to use the 
climate products intelligently 

!  To obtain needed information, we need to ask proper 
questions  

!  We must make greater effort to socialize our products: 
dissemination service is the high impact area 

!  More thoughts/time/effort should be allowed for the 
survey analysis 



!  How to improve survey to evaluate the quality 
of our products and services? 

!  What is the intended target audience for our 
products? 

!  Are we ready to make change to serve better 
our users? 


